
  Angie Belcher’s Top Tips for writing and performing stand-up comedy 

 Carry a paper and pen (err, ok, an iPod or whatever technical aid to memory you use) as you never know 

when inspiration will hit, a funny scene ensue or a weird idea hit you. 

 Try to work on getting a good solid 5 minute piece of stand up together. Look at the ratio of laughs per 

minute; you need to make sure you give the audience as many laughs as you can. If you decide to embark on 

a long story, make sure the payoff is big enough for the wait and use punch lines to pepper the story too. 

 Watch and deconstruct comedy, including comedians you wouldn’t normally be into. Try to figure out how 

they got to the idea and write yourself some “What if?” moments ( Read my Comedic techniques sheet) 

 Try out your material at an open mic or set your own open-mic event.  Record your shows and play them 

back to not only analyse your performance but also to see how the audience reacts and which parts of your 

comedy gets the biggest laughs and why. Sometimes these points may be different from intended. Then re-

write your materials to get bigger and better laughs. 

 Go to live comedy, watch how the live scene uses the audience and acts to bring the punters closer to the 

craft on stage. Also watch comedy styles you’re not normally attracted to, you can still incorporate different 

styles into your work. 

 Practise your performance and approach it like it was an acting performance. (i.e. learn your lines..) Then 

work on performing your act as if it’s completely improvised. The audience understands you material is 

scripted but they suspend their belief and love it when your act seems natural and conversational. 

 All audiences are the same and all are different. Sometimes an audience can surprise you with what they 

laugh at and you need to take a chance on stage whereas other times you need to adapt your style (e.g., if 

it’s a family friendly day time gig, your edgier stuff might not go down so well) Also try a joke 3 times with 

different audiences before you hit the delete button with it.  

Further reading and advice. Read comedic biographies to find out how people bring their own unique background, 

personality and values to their writing. Work out what your values are as a performer.  My favourites include: 

 Stewart Lee (How I escaped my certain fate: The life and deaths of a stand up comedian) as it de-constructs 

his scripts showing his entire process and Meta narrative. 

 Bridget Christie (A book for Her) Christie explains the inspiration behind her 2013 Edinburgh prize winning 

show 

 Frank Skinner by Frank Skinner. Skinner shows his career journey and how he got to be on the big scene 

 Bruce Dessau ( Beyond a Joke, Inside the dark world of stand-up comedy)- Great for a history of some of the 

darker characters of vaudeville and stand-up throughout history. 

 Roger Wilmut and Peter Rosengard (Didn’t you kill my mother-In Law?) good for analysis of seismic shift in 

comedy from early 80s. 

Further information on performing and industry gigs can be found on these websiteswww.chortle.co.uk 

www.comedy.co.uk plus I’m always happy to answer any questions so just contact me on my email address below. 

Happy gigging! Angieangiebelcher@yahoo.co.uk 

 www.angiebelcher.wordpress.com (Comedy website. Film clips contain profanities and are intended for an adult 

audience) www.angiebelcher.com (Facilitation website) 
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